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About This Game

16bit Trader is an casual brother of our other trading game: Merchants of Kaidan.

Take revenge on your father’s killer, and become the richest merchant in 5d3b920ae0
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This game is basically a trading sim without the trading sim. It's 1982's Taipan (down to the winning condition) with every single
bit of the strategy removed. Only two things affect prices in this game: a largish yearly cycle, and a small random fluctuation.
All of the goods rise and fall in sync. All of the towns rise and fall in sync. There is no intrinsic difference between the towns.
The only difference between the goods is their base price. So there's never any economic opportunity to exploit except the
yearly cycle. Beyond the nonexistent basic trading game, about half of the side features that have been in every game in the
genre since 1974 aren't here (e.g., warehouses); the rest are here with all of their strategy stripped out (e.g., you can hire people
to defend yourself against bandits, but it actually has no effect on the bandit attacks). I honestly couldn't believe that there was
absolutely nothing to this game. So I went and checked the community guides, and there are detailed walkthroughsu2014but
they all tell you that there's no economic strategy in this game and beating it is just a matter of having 10 hours of patience and a
bit of luck. The game is also buggy (save files randomly fail to load; people offer you side quests like ""I know this is far, but I
will pay you 0 of gold for this trip"; etc.). And the interface is terribleu2014it simulates a phone interface on your computer.
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And it doesn't give you shortcuts for anything, so if you want to, say, hire as many people as you can to go mine a ruin and then
fire them, you have to hire them one tedious click at a time. The music is a loop s short that you'll be sick of it in the first few
minutes, but there doesn't seem to be any way to disable it except muting your speakers. And all of those annoyances are the
best thing about the game, because they distract you from how pointless the game actually is. The most baffling thing about this
game is that it's being sold as a demo/ad for Merchants of Kaidan.
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